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We demonstrate a new class of photostable, ductile, non-hygroscopic, nanodefective AgBr-TlI- and AgBr-TlBr-TlI-based crystals with widened transparency range and lack of cleavage. Wide range of optical and mechanical properties, as we found out, is affected directly by grain size of the material, which is a breakthrough, since an IR fiber with desired properties can be obtained due to that after certain preliminary simulations. The main feature of new crystals and fibers based on them is their transmission range. The researches shown, that within the spectral range in question, the best transmission is exhibited by the fiber which structure is formed by grains with the average size of 95 nm, composition being Ag$_{0.92}$Tl$_{0.02}$Br$_{0.92}$I$_{0.08}$. We proved that the structure of IR-fibers depended from extrusion regimes and crystal composition. The fiber has a composition of AgCl$_{1-x}$Br$_x$ and is obtained at the temperature of 170°C and the pressure of 1100 MPa on the 10-millimeter-diameter billet has average size of grain equal 237 nm. The fiber has a composition Ag$_{0.99}$Tl$_{0.01}$Br$_{0.99}$I$_{0.01}$ and Ag$_{0.92}$Tl$_{0.08}$Br$_{0.92}$I$_{0.08}$ extruded at the temperatures of 180°C and 190°C and pressures of 950 and 800 MPa on the billet of the same diameter and have average size of grain equal 115 and 95 nm, respectively. Breaking point was determined for 10-centimeter-long samples with 1.15-millimeter diameter. Fiber was fixed in the wedge-screw claws and experienced the strain, cross-arm movement speed being 20 mm/min and strain being 10 kN. Regularities obtained allow concluding that the decrease in average size of grain leads to the rise of tensile strength of fibers extruded from crystals.
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